Previously on… Spirit of ’77: Disco Ambulance
Episode 01
Adonis, Gay and Barnaby got jobs as ambulance drivers for a 4 day stint at B&D Auto. Gay needs the money, Adonis is
researching a role for an upcoming audition, and Barnaby is hoping to get some information about the night his family
was murdered.
While enjoying free drinks at the Ragna-ROCK, they got into a small altercation with the rival paramedics company,
Waco First Response. It was unclear who came out on top. What is clear is that Adonis ended up dancing on the floor,
Gay pick-pocketed Waco’s ambulance keys from Freddy Fuchs, and Barnaby and Veronica had an intimate moment
before he kneed her in the crotch.
Gay snuck outside to sabotage Waco’s ambulance but was caught in the act. In the process she overhead a call for a
body pick-up that was supposed to go to Waco.
After a second altercation between the two groups, they raced to the Easy Rest Supply Company. With the help of
Adonis’s knife-throwing skills, Gay’s driving, and Barnaby’s dead family, they made it to the warehouse well ahead of
Waco First Response.
While there, they sweet talked the angry security guard and scoped out the scene. This was part of one of mobster Nicky
Batts’ illegal X-tech operations that didn’t go quite as expected. There had been a gunfight with at least one injured
party escaping out the back door. Three bodies remained, with empty holes where X-tech parts used to be.
While the group loaded the bodies into the ambulance, Waco First Response showed up and another altercation
ensued. This time, our heroes clearly come out on top. Crazy-Eye Perry had Adonis on the ropes but one look into
Adonis’s eyes made him change his mind and go after Barnaby. But Barnaby was too quick and Perry ended up with a
face-full of dashboard, bleeding and unconscious. Barnaby took a knee across the chin in the process, causing a swollen
jaw.
Our heroes throw Perry’s unconscious body out the back of the ambulance after Gay managed to finally get the vehicle
started and headed over to the hospital to drop off the bodies. On their way, they are sidetracked by a call to go over to
Thrilla Gorilla Frozen Banana at the riverside Midway.
For unknown reasons, the animatronic gorilla had gone haywire and trapped some customers inside the shop. The two
competing fire departments argued over who had jurisdiction while Adonis broke a window and wrestled the gorilla out
of the way with his bionic muscles, saving the day.
After that, they headed to the morgue to drop off the bodies. In the process of greasing Tobey the clerk with $30 to let
them drop off bodies without paperwork, they learn that the ambulance company gets $50 for each body delivered.
It was a long night, so they head back to B&D to recuperate. Barnaby asked Adonis to sweet-talk the dispatcher, Betsy,
in order to find information about any emergency calls that came in during the night his family was murdered. Adonis
learns that any calls would have gone to the Waco Response team.
It’s almost dawn and another call comes. Pick up Joey Bag-o-Doughnuts from the Cordova residence in the ‘burbs. Bring
him wherever he wants and don’t ask questions!

Previously on Spirit of ’77: Disco Ambulance
Episode 02
Back at the B&D Auto Dispatch center, Bernie yelled at Barnaby, the most responsible looking one, about the damaged
and bloody ambulance. Adonis spent some time with Nicolai, getting him to paint a fairly good drawing of Adonis’s face
on the hood of the ambulance. And Gay found some interesting photos stuffed between the cushions of the couch:
Betsy and Nicolai in graphic and compromising positions around the office.
Bernie got a call and offered them $50 to pick up Joey Bag-o-Donuts at the Cordova residence in the 'burbs and deliver
him anywhere he wants without asking questions! They arrived to find a dilapidated house in the middle of a nice
suburban neighborhood. Crashed into the front of the garage was a green El Dorado. Barnaby could tell that it arrived
only a few hours earlier, had a bloody front seat, and a black duffle bag full of illegal X-tech parts in the back.
Gay stayed outside to surreptitiously steal the duffel bag. In the house, Adonis and Barnaby met Jason and Dodie
Cordova, obvious smalltime drug dealers. Dodie was mad that her husband let Joey into the house until Adonis managed
to calm her down. After sharing some cocaine and marijuana (and hearing she loved Adonis in Blackenstein) he learned
that Nicky Batts was in charge of her husband’s drug operation as well as Joey’s X-tech operation.
Inside the bedroom Barnaby found a gut-shot Joey Bag-o-Donuts lying on the bed. He decided to interrogate him by
thumping his gunshot wound and learned that Joey was the one involved in the shootout at Easy Rest. Jason Cordova
overheard him asking questions.
On the way to the hospital with Joey, Bernie called and yelled at them to finish the job, get back to dispatch and stop
asking questions! But Barnaby and Adonis decided to ask more questions anyway. Unfortunately, they couldn’t get their
act together and learned nothing new. Instead, they almost killed Joey by trying to revive him. After a morphine drip
gone wrong, and with a bionic man pounding on his chest, Joey miraculously woke up lucid and angry.
He made the group bring him to Hula Donuts, his Hawaiian-themed donut shop. Adonis was fascinated by the donut
making machines. All those holes! Everyone else went in Joey’s office and tried to barter the duffel bag for information.
Joey pulled a gun and a brawl broke out. Gay tried to disarm Joey with a weird flip, and Adonis Kool-Aid-Man’ed right
through the wall and got shot in the leg. Eventually, Barnaby disarmed Joey and they learned that he was meeting at the
warehouse to buy some stolen X-tech. He fell into a trap but managed to escape with the money, the X-tech and a bullet
wound.
They left with the duffel bag, took photos of the X-tech, and headed towards Barnaby’s contact to try to get more info.
On the way they get a call from Bernie who is being held hostage by Nicky Batts. They decided to head there instead.
Barnaby went around the back of the building while Adonis and Gay boldly walked in with the duffel bag. In Bernie’s
office they found Nicky Batts holding a gun to Betsy’s head and Bernie tied to a chair in the corner. They planned to
throw the X-tech at Batts and get an incriminating photo, but Adonis slipped and gently tossed the bag at Batt’s feet.
Meanwhile, Barnaby had the bright idea of sneaking into the garage window which was way too small for him. He got
stuck, but luckily only Nicolai was around, shot and bleeding on the dirty cement. Barnaby managed to squeeze through
and found out from Nikolai, who was barely alive, that there were two mobsters in the dispatch center.
Barnaby tried to sneak into the break room but was spotted by a trench-coat-wearing Mafioso who shot him in the
shoulder. Adonis tried to tackle the shooter but wound up on the floor. Gay locked Nicky Batts in the office, jamming the
lock closed with her lock picks. Shots rang back and forth, and eventually Gay’s bullet downed the Mafioso, and Adonis
got shot again, this time in his arm.
They attempted to get into the office and get Nicky Batts but he fired first. Our heroes flailed about and knocked each
other over trying to get out of the way, and Nicky Batts wound up with Barnaby as a hostage, a gun to his head!

Previously on Spirit of ’77: Disco Ambulance
Episode 03
Our heroes were in a desperate situation at B&D Auto. Barnaby was being held at gun point by Nicky Batts. But Gay
created a smoke screen with some magic paper and managed to handcuff Nicky to the desk. Adonis hit Batts’ gun hand
with a throwing knife, making him drop the gun. Seeing his opening, Barnaby grabbed Batts and pinned him to the
ground! Wow, maybe our heroes really are competent!
Afterwards, they were not quite sure what to do with Batts. Bernie called the police and Adonis went with Betsy to
check on Nicolai. He ended up saving Nikolai’s life but wasted all of B&D’s medical supplies in the process.
Meanwhile, Barnaby tried to interrogate Batts but had to stab the gangster in the leg. He didn’t seem to feel the pain.
Gay had to kick him in the head to make him let go of Barnaby. That’s when Barnaby decided to get in his face with a
knife to the throat! He wanted information but Batts didn’t say anything, just grinned as Barnaby slowly slit his neck.
Bernie was shocked by the blatant murder of Batts. Luckily Adonis was there with a cigarette to calm him down. When
the police arrived, Officer O’Malley was immediately suspicious of the group but Bernie backed them up. While O’Malley
got ready to take them back to the station, Waco First Response showed up to smugly annoy and degrade our heroes.
Barnaby learned from O’Malley that Nicky Batts was working for the Malachi family, who were running all sorts of
operations around town. He also remembered that a few years ago the Malachi family was just a small insignificant
petty crime group the police didn’t really care about.
At the police station our heroes managed to get through the deposition process unscathed. O’Malley tells them not to
leave town. He may have more questions later. When leaving, Barnaby runs into a clerk he knew: Oleo Jones, a young
guy with an afro who was surprised to see him alive. Oleo felt Barnaby was innocent and he’s eager to do some digging
to help prove it.
Outside, everyone noticed a black sedan following them. Eventually, Adonis climbed onto a nearby roof and Barnaby
and Gay confronted the car. The car peeled off down the street but not before Adonis leapt off the building and landed
on the top of the car. The driver tried to shake him off but he attached himself to it with his throwing knives.
Meanwhile, Barnaby and Gay stopped a passing car and paid the driver, young Led Zeppelin fan Tony Rollo, to follow the
sedan with his crappy car. He turned out to be quite excited about the whole thing and they soon caught up.
Adonis managed to break through the window and crash the car into a building, which allowed Barnaby and Gay to
arrive, guns drawn. There were two people in the car and everyone started shooting. Barnaby got hit! Adonis rolled
around on the roof of the car and got hit! Gay’s bullet went wild and hit Adonis! Eventually, Adonis grappled one of the
shooters and Barnaby and Gay managed to shoot them both into unconsciousness.
Tony Rollo started clapping. He was enjoying the show from a safe distance and having the time of his life. Barnaby, on
the other hand, was in pretty bad shape. Gay helped him into Rollo’s car while Adonis interrogated one of their stalkers.
He learned that Joey Calimari and Barry Knobs worked for the Malachi family, and were trying to learn what our heroes
knew and if they had taken the goods.
Calimari quickly threw the car into reverse and escaped. Adonis tried to get a parting shot at him with a throwing knife
but missed. Unfortunately, an old lady watching from a window above saw it and threatened to contact the police.
Speak of the devil, sirens started approaching. So everyone jumped into Tony Rollo’s car and headed off to a safe place.

Previously on Spirit of ’77: The Saigon Dragon
Episode 04
While healing up at Presto, Gay’s magic shop, our heroes got in contact with Bernie and learned that the cops and the
Malachi family were looking for them. Oh, and they were fired. They decided to head to the local photomat to get the Xtech pictures developed. Gay bribed the pimply teenager running the place to do it fast, and they called Tony Rollo to
give them a ride to Larry Chung, the X-tech specialist.
While they were waiting, a black van pulled up and four big guys wearing luchadore masks jumped out. They tried to
drag our heroes into the van, but everyone fought back. Gay blinded one with glitter, and Barnaby blinded another with
two screwdrivers. He also managed to scare one away before passing out. Adonis got thrown into the back of the van,
but knocked one down, jumped in the driver’s seat and ran him over. Everyone jumped in and started to drive away just
as Tony Rollo arrived.
The cops gave chase but our heroes abandoned the van in an alley. They all managed to jump into Tony Rollo’s car and
escape except for Barnaby. He had to dive into a disgusting dumpster to hide when the cops came to investigate.
Eventually he escaped with the help of a dead rat and started to look for his friends.
While wandering around he was sidetracked by Father “Big Al” Aloysius who mistook him for a homeless man. The priest
brought him back to his Pentecostal Church, which is attached to Five Angels boxing gym. There, Barnaby got a shower
and some new Five Angels powder blue sweats. Barnaby also found out that Father Aloysius is trying to be a good
person to atone for a sin from the past.
The group met back up at Larry Chung’s, the X-tech expert. At the house there is much back and forth, marijuana, and
massages. Eventually, they learned that the X-tech they found came from the same source that GLAMOUR x-tech comes
from. Larry has more information, but won’t give it up unless our heroes rescue his pet komodo dragon, Binkie.
Larry liked to frequent the Saigon Eatery, an illegal backroom establishment in Little Vietnam that serves food made
from endangered animals. Larry’s guilty pleasure is dolphin burger. Whilst there, he innocently mentioned his pet
komodo dragon. A day later Binkie was gone! Our heroes agreed to find out what happened to Binkie in exchange for
more information on the X-tech.

The SaigonEatery
Sunday
Jingle Jungle Jambalaya
A choice selection of reindeer and gorilla meats served over rice and seasonal vegetables

Tuesday
Komodo Cutlets
Kiln-smoked chicory komodo shank steaks plated with purple sprouted broccoli

Friday
Kinkajou a L’Anglaise
Prepared beurre blanc with fried vampire squid appetizer and octopus ink aperitif

Saturday
Spicy Panda Surprise
Panda tips simmered in spices, served with a bamboo shoot salad and shallot mayo

Available Everyday
Dolphin Burger
A fresh-catch patty on a honey oat bun with beet root sauce and crispy arugula

Armadillo Purses
Armadillo shells filled with a stew of armadillo meat and topped with a flakey pastry.

Koala Pot Pie
Potatoes and carrots in a thick koala gravy slow-baked in a home-made crust.

Previously on Spirit of ’77: The Saigon Dragon
Episode 05
Our heroes set out to find Larry Chung’s missing Komodo Dragon, Binkie. At Binkie’s enclosure they learned that two tiny
females dropped through the skylight, took the reptile, and left the same way.
On the way to Little Vietnam Tony Rollo’s car broke down on the highway. A cop arrived and made our heroes very
nervous. Luckily, the lawman recognized Adonis from a ride-along, and agreed to take them to a garage. Tony stayed
with the car. Along the way the radio squawked about a Breaking and Entering at the morgue. After being dropped off
they chose to continue to the Saigon Eatery and maybe check that out later.
The Saigon Eatery was hidden in the bowels of a sewing factory. Barnaby used his newly acquired disguise kit to turn Gay
into a scantily-clad Vietnamese waitress. She went in pretending to be late for work. Adonis went in a few minutes later
as a customer. Barnaby scoped out the back of the building, looking for another entrance.
Inside, Gay found sharp little blades hidden in the decorations. Sneaking past the chefs in the kitchen she found two
back rooms: an office, and a room full of cages, hooks, and hanging meats.
Adonis started hitting on his waitress, Lu-Yin, and was very successful. They went into the bathroom for some fun. He
wanted to get info from her after they finished but Gay messed that up by telling the chef what is going on. The chef ran
to the bathroom and tried to break in, interrupting Adonis mid-coitus. Adonis escaped after making a date with Lu-Yin,
at the eatery after it closes at midnight.
Gay stole a set of keys from one of the old Asian guys and snuck into the cage room to hide. While hiding, she almost got
bit by a cobra, tried to rescue a Kinkajou, and accidentally knocked over all the cages. Animals were everywhere! She
found a better hiding place but left her precious Kinkajou to be killed by a snake. Eventually, the staff captured most of
the animals, including two Komodo dragons that they put in separate cages.
Adonis tried to overhear another table of men in suits. They caught him in the act and beat him up a bit. During the
tussle, he got one of their names: McCracken. Eventually, the suits realized how beautiful Adonis really was and left.
Adonis was thrown out by the bodyguard right after.
Meanwhile, a delivery truck pulled into the alley where Barnaby was loitering. Barnaby told the nice hillbilly driver that
he worked there but was locked out. The guy knocked on the door saying Senor Chow could let them in. Senor Chow
answered, but didn’t like the look of Barnaby so he called Wing-Wing, a fat brawler, to chase him away.
Barnaby stole the delivery truck and drove towards the street. He beeped his horn to get everyone on the sidewalk to
move out of the way. One old man wasn’t fast enough, but Barnaby gunned it anyway to try to squeeze past him. He
miscalculated and hit the corner of the building, spinning the truck sideways and slamming it into the old man. WingWing caught up, and they fought until Barnaby escaped out of the truck. He tried to blame the accident on Wing-Wing
but a young boy saw him driving and the crowd turned against him.
Wing-Wing was getting out of the truck, so Barnaby shot the man dead. Unfortunately, he had to jump to the side to get
a good shot and he accidently (or maybe on purpose) pushed the little boy into traffic. “No one likes a tattle-tale.” He
said. With the crowd against him, he retreated into the truck.
Waco First Response showed up. Victoria wanted to turn Barnaby over to the police but he convinced her into helping
him escape. She agreed, and then knocked him out! Barnaby awoke inside an ambulance with a splitting headache and
the ominously grinning Waco First Response crew standing above him. Victoria said: “See, I told you I would get you out
of there.”

Previously on Spirit of ’77: The Saigon Dragon
Episode 06
Our heroes were separated. Adonis was waiting at a bar to kill time before his date. Gay was in the restaurant hiding
behind a cage waiting for everyone to leave. And Barnaby was tied up in an ambulance waiting to see where Waco First
Response was going to take him.
A guy calling himself Mystical Pete started talking to Adonis. He seemed to be another ex-Glamour X-tech, but Adonis
wouldn’t admit anything. Mystical Pete left angry and Adonis followed him almost all the way to the Belles but had to
stop to get to his date with Ming-Lee on time. On the way back, he had a run in with McCraken, but escaped.
Little did he know that Ming-Lee was dead! Well, almost. While Gay was in the back room of the eatery, she attacked
the waitresses when she heard they were thinking of cooking the Komodo Dragon for Adonis. That’s what Ming-Lee
thought he would like since he asked about it. Gay knocked them down, and before they could do their fancy martial
arts moves on her she shot them both!
Unfortunately, she also hit one of the Komodo Dragons, which started mewling and bleeding out. She tried to bandage it
up but got bit. Not feeling well, she called Tony Rollo to pick her up but his car was in the shop. He said he would do his
best to make it there.
Adonis showed up instead, and took control of the situation. He called Venus, an ex-glamour compatriot, to drive them
back to Larry Chung’s with both Komodo dragons. She arrived quickly with medical supplies and party hats. Adonis
healed the Komodo dragon and saved the lives of the waitresses, taking Ming-Lee’s jade necklace as a keepsake. They
left the eatery and immediately ran into Barnaby and… Victoria???
How did this come to pass? Well, it started when Barnaby was being rolled through the halls of Waco First Response’s
garage. He got Victoria’s ear and told her everything about his sad past. His tale struck a chord with her and she said she
would help him escape.
Waco Response left him tied up in a storage room, but Barnaby shimmied out of his bonds and discovered a way out
through the vents. He didn’t leave immediately. He waited for Victoria to come. She was true to her word and let him
out, showing him the exit.
There wasn’t much time so after a quick good bye Barnaby ran down the hall and into a dark room. Perry caught up to
him when Barnaby tried to pull open the door marked Push, slamming him into a wall and knocking him out. He awoke
tied to Victoria in the storage room.
Together, they escaped through the vents and into the city. On the way she told him that the Malachi family was on
their way, which is why she was so scared. They met up with the rest of our heroes. Venus drove everyone, including the
two Komodo Dragons, to Larry Chung’s to return Binkie.
Larry was upset that Binkie was injured, but happy to see him alive. He told everyone more about Glamour. They trained
people and outfitted them with X-tech for covert missions, but the overall goal was unknown. Someone else was giving
the orders. Someone who made the X-tech. The X-tech the players found was from that organization, and was made
specifically for the bodies it was stolen from. Find where those bodies came from and you find who is in control of
Glamour.
The players visited the morgue to do just that and got past Matilda, the elderly women at the desk to investigate the
bodies and the break-in they heard about. They found that it wasn’t really a break-in. One of the bodies had gotten up
and left on its own: Nicky Batts! They took the charts for the John Doe’s and left the scene to start their own
investigation.

Previously on Spirit of ’77: The Russian Connection
Episode 07
Our heroes headed over to the local police precinct to see Oleo Jones. He agreed to take care of Victoria and gave them
what information he was able to get out of police records: All the cases McCracken started turning in since he got rid of
his partner have very sparse evidence. While there, Gay and Barnaby decided to steal the evidence collected from the
John Doe bodies to bring back to Barnaby’s lab.
Gay went in first disguised as a police officer. She didn’t play her part right and ended up handcuffed to a railing. She
easily escaped through the legs of the cops and ran into Barnaby, who was coming to her rescue also dressed as an
officer. He handcuffed her, and led her further into the building where they stole a key card from a sergeant and
managed to leave with the evidence. They also learned that many of the cases involving the Malachi family ad been
stored away without anyone acting on them.
Meanwhile, outside the station, everyone was impressed by Adonis’s dragon Bruce. Adonis sees Betsy and Nicolai
walking to town hall. They thanked him for saving Nikolai’s life and making their marriage possible. He agreed to be the
witness. After a quick stop at the tux store for him and Bruce, the wedding was performed. Bruce was a great ringbearer, but Adonis wasn’t great at giving speeches. He left the city hall a little less liked then he entered it, and met up
with Barnaby and Gay outside.
After longing glances between Victoria and Barnaby, and Oleo and Barnaby, our heroes started towards Barnaby’s lab on
the outskirts of town. They tried to take a cab, but the cab wouldn’t let Bruce in. So they hopped into Tony Rollo’s dune
buggy but it got a flat tire. They then decided to hitchhike, and got picked up by a friendly old couple who thought Bruce
was a cat and gave him a nice collar as a gift. They arrived at the lab, and Tony Rollo arrived soon after with his latest
vehicle, a modified bumper car.
At the lab, Gay and Tony Rollo rock out to some Zeppelin, Barnaby eagerly, furiously, and repeatedly investigated the
evidence. He tried to share his findings with Adonis but it went over the beautiful man’s head and Adonis thought
Barnaby was playing a trick on him. Eventually, Barnaby narrowed it down to a single building in the lower central
district where the John Doe’s either lived or worked.
They went to the building in the bumper car, and after threatening the owner/super Mayo, they found the apartment
where these three guys lived. The apartment was empty, but they learned a few interesting things: The three bodies
were Russian secret agents, fresh off the boat. They had a list of targets that they were picking off. The targets were all
from the Malachi family, except for Father Aloysius, which was scratched from the list. The men also had an invite to a
tryout to be entertainment for Lilandra Malachi’s birthday party. That is Joe Malachi’s five year old daughter and heir to
the Malachi family legacy now that Joe Jr. has been killed.
On their way out, they rescued Tony Rollo from a gang of Salthill Casuals who wanted to steal his bumper car. Leaving
the four beaten and bloody gang members behind them, they piled into said bumper car and headed off.

Previously on Spirit of ’77: The Russian Connection
Episode 08
Our heroes had some downtime before heading over to audition to be entertainment at Lilandra Malachi’s birthday
party. Gay went to Presto’s to work on her audition trick. Barnaby collected Victoria from Oleo and tried to put the
moves on her at his place. It went badly. Adonis met with his agent and auditioned for Disco Ambulance. He got the part.
Afterwards they met up and decided to pool their money and buy Tony Rollo a sweet van. Then, they went to the
Malachi audition at the local community center. It was filled with guards, cops, and various children’s entertainers. Our
heroes sat and watched some auditions: The Tossin’ Turtles, The Flips, Tracy MacAvoy and the Pineapple Time Band, and
the cop-strippers Foxy Fuzz. Our heroes went on stage, and Prestidigitation performed adequately, magically switching
the positions of Gay and her bunny, Henning.
Mrs. Malachi was sort of impressed and gave them the backup magician spot behind the great Doug Blackstone III, Gay’s
old master. Gay and Barnaby wanted to talk to him so they went to The Magic Keep, a private magic club, to find him.
Adonis stayed at the audition to work his magic with Mindy Appalachia, the Malachi’s personal assistant. It went very
well and she agreed to try to help Adonis out. The couple spent some time in a bar, where they ran into Mystical Pete.
Adonis again played dumb, which wasn’t hard. Eventually, they wound up back at Mindy’s place and after she fell asleep
Adonis searched and found the Malachi’s personal planner. He now knows their exact whereabouts for the next few
weeks.
Meanwhile, Gay and Barnaby bribed their way into the Magic Keep by making a deal with the guards that they would
sabotage Doug Blackstone’s nightly performance with some itching powder. They went backstage to Doug’s dressing
room and managed to pour the whole vial down his pants. Needless to say, he had a terrible performance and failed to
properly manipulate his balls on stage. Barnaby tried to insight a riot in the crowd but it didn’t work and he ended up
getting thrown out.
Everyone met up to go see Father Aloysius and investigate why he was crossed off of the Russian’s list. They arrived at
the Five Angel’s Gym while a boxing tournament was going on, and learned that Father Al is training an army to go up
against the Malachi family. He used to work for them but left when they got into X-tech, which he hates. They killed his
family, but he managed to escape and resurfaced in his current role to fight back against them. Barnaby shared his sobstory as well but Father Al and Veronica are unimpressed.
To prove they were worthy to join the cause, our heroes set up a fight between Adonis and Ace Aces. The young kid was
a good boxer but couldn’t hurt Adonis’s beautiful body. Adonis won the fight easily, impressing Father Al. The priest
offered all of them positions in his group, fighting for the cause, and they all accept. Father Al thinks Adonis is ready for
some real work, and he says he’ll find room in the soup kitchen for everyone else.

T HE M AGIC K EEP






The Magic Keep is the exclusive private clubhouse for members of The Academy of Magical Arts.
Guests are required to dine with us.
We adhere to a strict dress code. See below.
NO ONE UNDER 21 will be admitted to the clubhouse.
Absolutely No X-tech allowed!

Men






Men must be in coat and tie (standard or bow tie).
No zippered jackets, outdoor jackets, polo shirts, t-shirts, denim
No Shorts, sandals, flip flops, sneakers, or sneaker-like shoes are allowed.
Leather jackets (with buttons) and leather pants are allowed.
No casual or inappropriate attire will be allowed.

Women




Women must be in a dress, cocktail dress, elegant skirt & blouse combination
Heels must be worn.
No casual or inappropriate attire will be allowed.

Previously on Spirit of ’77: The Cause
Episode 09
Our heroes spent some time trying to get into Father Aloysius’s good graces. They all managed to impress him
(especially Adonis) and rose in the ranks of The Cause while learning some new information:
 Oleo Jones wasn’t a fit for the organization but Victoria was fitting in quite nicely.
 A shadowy Russian organization was using X-tech to disrupt US progress.
 The Malachi’s got a hold of it and became powerful, using it for crime, enforcement, and high-tech sex slaves.
 The Russians have been trying to shut them down.
 The Russian organization has created incredibly beautiful sleeper agents to infiltrate and destroy our society.
Supposedly, they don’t even know they’re agents and can be triggered by code words to perform assassinations.
 Police Chief Brock O’Shaughnessy in the Malachi’s pocket. He gets a cut of whatever they take in, and he’s been
pushing out all the good cops in various ways. His lead enforcer is McCracken.
After giving Tony Rollo his sweet van, Shadowfax, they went stake-out Joe Malachi while he picked Lilandra up from
school. While there, Mindy Appalachia, the Malachi’s assistant and Adonis’s one-time lover, quietly let them know she
wanted to meet. Adonis and Barnaby met her in the playground while Gay and Tony continued to follow Joe Malachi.
Gay became quite smitten with a hot bodyguard and tried to flirt with him. Unfortunately, the greasy pimply ugly one
thought she was flirting with him. When she tossed the cute one her, the ugly one caught it instead. Meanwhile, in the
playground behind the school, Mindy was in a panic trying to ask Adonis’s help but he didn’t understand the situation.
Barnaby had to explain it to him. Mindy had told her boss that The Great Doug Blackstone III had decided not to perform
at Lilandra’s birthday party. And she told Doug Blackstone that the Malachi’s didn’t need him anymore. That way, our
heroes would get the spot. Unfortunately, Doug Blackstone was very upset and thought it had to do with Gay messing
up his Magic Keep performance. He wanted to tell Joe Malachi the whole situation.
They take Mindy to Father Al for sanctuary, and met up again with Gay who had followed the Malachi’s back to their
mansion in The Belles. At the gym there was a commotion. Father Al’s old boxing rival had returned! Every year the two
ex-boxers fought it out, but the guy hasn’t been back in the past few years. And now he seemed different. Not natural.
They tried to stop the fight but couldn’t. Then Father Al got knocked out due to Adonis’s advice. Our heroes jumped in
and broke up the fight, but the guy recognized them, and they saw him for what he really was: The X-tech skeleton of
Nicky Batts in disguise! They punch, kick and shoot him until he finally falls. Barnaby is severely injured in the process.
Barnaby had Victoria take him home and somehow convinced her to stay overnight to take care of him. Gay and Adonis
took Nicky Batts’ robotic body back to Larry Chung, the X-tech expert. He disabled it with the “Off” switch and removed
the memory core: a reel-to-reel tape full of 8MB of data! It contained everything that the android had seen and done.
They take it back to the Five Angel’s Gym to meet up with Barnaby who they think might know how to access it.
Barnaby woke up in the middle of the night in pain. Victoria wasn’t very sympathetic. She was tired of Barnaby’s crying.
So he says they are going to Waco’s garage to steal the files on his family’s murder. At the garage, they sneak in and
Barnaby knocks out Titan Jackson, the huge dispatcher, by dancing. They grab all the files and then go to see Oleo Jones.
Meanwhile, some members of the Magic Keep tried to kidnap Gay. She resisted and they run off with Henning instead.
Giving chase, Gay jumped on their car, fought with them, and eventually brought the vehicle to a crashing halt. She
looted the bodies of their Magic Keep membership cards and went back to the gym. Adonis, after failing to catch up to
the speeding away kidnappers, had decided to kill some time by banging Mindy.
At Oleo Jones’s apartment, Oleo promised he would deliver all the evidence he could gather to Barnaby. There is one
incorruptible official in town that the Malachi Family or even GLAMOUR has been unable to corrupt: District Attorney
Horatio Sebastian. He has been fighting the good fight against the corruption for the past few months. Oleo thought that
if they could get the evidence into Horatio’s hands then he could actually do something to save the city.

Previously on Spirit of ’77: The Cause
Episode 10
Our heroes gathered at Father Al’s gym to hear his speech. He didn’t feel worthy to lead the cause and handed over the
reins to Ace Aces. Aces wasted no time in giving everyone orders. He wanted our heroes to infiltrate the Malachi
compound to kidnap Lilandra. His plan was exciting, bold, and very stupid. Gay wasted no time convincing him to back
down and for Father Al to take over again.
While at the gym, Barnaby got word to meet Oleo Jones the next night at their special place to pick up the evidence he
collected, and Gay got word from the Magic Keep that Doug Blackstone has challenged her to a magic duel for the same
night.
Everyone went their separate ways to rest. Gay went back to the magic shop, Barnaby somehow managed to convince
Victoria to go back to his place, and Adonis once again spent the night with Mindy (heroically avoiding any difficult
conversations about their future together). At Presto’s, Gay failed to notice the magical thug that Tobey let into the
store due to Doug Blackstone’s misdirection. He waylaid her, injuring her magic hand, and then escaped before she
could catch him. She had no choice but to call Waco First Response to fix her up.
When Barnaby and Victoria arrived at Barnaby’s place, he noticed that someone had broken in. He tried to get the drop
on whoever it was, but he was too loud. The criminal slammed the door on his head and pushed him into the wall, and
then shot him. It was Barnaby’s old partner, McCracken! Just before passing out, Barnaby valiantly waved off Victoria
from helping him and she ran to get help.
She found Adonis, Gay, Ace Aces and Tony Rollo. They all sped back to Barnaby’s apartment in Shadowfax. They were
racing against the clock, because Barnaby was tied up to a chair and being tortured by McCracken. Barnaby managed to
keep his cool and taunted McCracken enough that the guy lost his cool and got too close to Barnaby, who struck out
with a vicious head-butt!
At the same instant, Adonis, after propelling himself up the fire escape, leapt through the window and hit McCracken
with a throwing knife. The knife also hit Ace Aces, who was bursting through the front door. Luckily, Gay was coming up
the rear, ready to administer first aid. McCracken pointed his gun at Adonis. Barnaby, heroically leapt in the way of the
bullet taking the full brunt of the shot, which gave Adonis a chance to grab McCracken and throw him out the window to
his death.
Victoria patched up Barnaby to the best of her ability and they all high-tailed it to the hospital where Barnaby was
brought back from the brink of death. Adonis stood guard but eventually they needed to get out of there to meet Oleo.
They headed to the special meet-up location: the place where Barnaby bought Oleo a cheese steak one time.
Meanwhile, Gay’s broken hand is causing her problems during her duel. The two magicians were facing off in the
darkened Magic Keep theater in a game of magical HORSE! But soon her hand limbered up and she was matching
Blackstone trick for trick.
During the last round she pulled off her signature trick. While Blackstone tried it, she had Henning sneak behind stage
and chew through his safety wires. He became trapped in the water tank, struggling to breathe! Gay grabbed an ax and
broke through the glass, heroically rescuing him from the drowning she nearly caused. Doug Blackstone was very
grateful that she saved his life, and the owners of the Magic Keep said they would contact Gay shortly.
Meanwhile, at the cheese steak place, Barnaby and Adonis met Oleo to get the evidence but a group of Luchadores tried
to intercept it! Barnaby threw a cheese steak at one and Adonis easily took them out afterwards. Back at Barnaby’s lab,
they find that they have enough evidence to put the whole Malachi organization behind bars, if they could get it into the
right hands, that is. They also have Nicky Batt’s memory, which could lead someone directly to the Russian organization.
They meet up again and head out to see the last honest man in New Beverly: District Attorney Horatio Sebastian.

Previously on Spirit of ’77: The Agent
Episode 11
Our heroes set out to find District Attorney Horatio Sebastian and deliver him the evidence if they found he was
trustworthy enough. They disguised Adonis as a lawyer, and armed with a script from Barnaby, he attempted to find
Horatio’s office in City Hall.
He got stuck in Horatio’s waiting room, flirting with the male secretary who was speaking in some strange language
Adonis doesn’t understand. He was taking a long time, so Gay decided to climb the building’s fire escape and break in
through the back while Barnaby waited in Shadowfax with Tony Rollo and Victoria.
Gay interrupted a lawyer in his office by banging on the window. She pretended to be a lost magician who needed to get
back to her party. The guy let her in but called security. So she immediately snuck into a vent. From there she navigated
her way to Horatio’s waiting room. She tried to send Adonis a note through the vent, but it got intercepted by the
secretary. The note read “Get rid of the secretary”.
At that point, Horatio Sebastian came out of the office. Thinking that Adonis was an escaped mental patient, Horatio
offered to usher him outside and visit his robot. On the way, they rescued Gay from the security guards that were now
closing in on her location.
Outside the building, they manage to convince Horatio they have some real information and he takes them to an out of
the way coffee shop to talk. They start to tell him the story but are interrupted by a shifty looking guy watching them
from the counter.
Adonis goes over to see what the deal is.
“Grandmother’s Potato Salad.” The man says.
“Who ate Grandmother’s potato salad?” Adonis replied.
“Horatio Sebastian”
Adonis loses control, his sleeper agent conditioning taking over. He immediately turns, eyes glowing red. Beams shoot
forth from them directly at Horatio, burning him up.
Barnaby sends Victoria and Tony Rollo out with Horatio’s unconscious body. Adonis tries to pursue but Barnaby and Gay
hold him off. They team up, with the help of Bruce the Komodo dragon, and manage to distract the beautiful x-tech man
and torture the Russian agent until they finally get the phrase that would turn Adonis back to normal. They yell it to
Adonis just in time, but not before he was able to tear off the back door from the escaping van.
Barnaby tortures the Russian agent some more and finds out that Adonis knows where the GLAMOUR home base is, but
can’t remember. Our heroes (mostly Victoria) healed Horatio and then sent him on his way with all the evidence. He said
he would contact them soon.

Previously on Spirit of ’77: The Assault
Episode 12
Our heroes visited Larry Chung to see if he could de-program Adonis. Larry had him lie down on the bed and shoved a
screwdriver into Adonis’s brain in an effort to pull out the programming chip. It doesn’t go well. Luckily, Barnaby pulls
Larry away, Gay pulls out the chip, and Victoria bandaged Adonis up.
While unconscious, Adonis had a dream about a wondrous wardrobe that he had seen in the GLAMOUR compound, but
he couldn’t remember anything else.
Soon after, Gay got a message from the Magic Keep that the owners wanted to see her. Gay and Adonis went to the
clandestine meeting. Doug Blackstone III was there and was very thankful that Gay had saved his life. So thankful in fact,
that he wanted to sponsor her membership to the Magic Keep! Unfortunately, even though they were on board with
letting a woman join the Keep, they were not on board with letting an enemy of the Malachai’s join. She left angry.
Next, everyone went to a local fashion shop to see if they could find any info about the GLAMOUR wardrobe. Adonis had
remembered a specific item he had seen in the wardrobe, and they manage to get an address out of the clerk where a
large shipment of that item was delivered.
The address was outside of town at a place called Dirty Dylan’s Demolition Derby. There was a shack, and a small
concession stand but everything looked closed. Barnaby quickly realized that there was a structure built under the
ground. Before they can investigate further, Dylan came out.
He was a quintessential hillbilly, but everyone knew something was off. They threatened him and he revealed his true
colors by trying to trigger Adonis to attack Gay. That didn’t work so Gay and Adonis went around the side of the building
to give Barnaby a private moment with the hillbilly.
Then, shots were fired! There were some agents hiding in the concession stand. The hillbilly ran away and everyone gave
chase. Barnaby got shot and fell, but Victoria is there to revive him. Gay had Henning attack the shooters and Adonis
caught up to the Hillbilly. He threw him a bit too far, knocking him out. Then everyone hightailed it out of there before
more reinforcements could arrive.
They went to talk to Horatio and told him the location of the base and that they were ready to move against the
Malachai family. Then they gathered Father Al’s army and came up with a plan.
Father Al would assault the front of the Malachai mansion and our heroes and their squads would find and enter the
secret back entrance by the river. They put their plan in motion. While sneaking behind a row of mansions, Barnaby’s
squad was spotted by a guy in his backyard. He ordered his gang to knock him out and tie him up.
They all made it to the dock behind the Malachi’s mansion and found an underwater pipe that led into a secret
entrance. They all swim though, but not before Adonis disabled the fancy motorboat the Malachi’s had waiting for their
escape.
Now, our heroes are ready signal the start of the assault, and open the door into the Malachi’s house and enter the belly
of the beast.

Previously on Spirit of ’77: The Assault
Episode 13
Our heroes snuck their way up through the hatch into the heart of the Malachai compound. The ladder led to an escape
closet in Joe Malachai's bedroom. Gay tried to sneak in but set off an alarm.
At that point they all decided it's best to just burst in and assault the place with their squads. Barnaby interrupted two
goons trying to help the little Malachai girl escape. He had them beat up and then sent the girl out to Tony Rollo to be
held as hostage.
Gay took her forces straight to the front door and got in a gunfight with Malachi guards who were holding the entrance
closed against Father Al's assault.
Adonis sent in his forces to help and went after Joe's Malachi's wife. He found her hiding in an office and tied her up.
Then he jumped out the back window to check the house from behind.
He stumbled on to Joe Malachi getting ready to unleash his sex-bots on our unsuspecting heroes. Instead, they attacked
Adonis and chased him through a topiary hedge maze.
Meanwhile, Barnaby, Gay and their forces mop up Malachai's men inside. Gay went outside the front door to help
Father Al and Aces Aces. Barnaby went further into the house to find Joe Malachi.
He came across the mobster and managed to get him under control with the help of the returning Gay. But, suddenly,
McCracken appeared! For some reason he was still alive and he was charging at Barnaby!
Meanwhile, Adonis was getting lost in the hedge maze, but managed to start picking off the sexy robots. He tears the
heads off of some, and gyrates provocatively at others. Eventually, he got through all of them, lost his speedo in a
shrubbery, and almost killed Bruce in the process.
In the back room of the house, Barnaby and Gay were fighting McCracken but the guy was loaded with X-tech and didn’t
seem to be slowing down.
In a magnificent sequence of events, Gay pulled out all the stops to try to throw her magic cape on top of McCracken to
that Barnaby could get a shot off. Just in time, a naked Adonis arrived as the perfect distraction. McCracken stared at
naked man, dumbfounded, as the cape covered descended on top of him. Barnaby strolled up, put the gun to
McCracken’s head, and pulled the trigger, exploding the man's skull.
Just then, Horatio Sebastian and the authorities arrived and mopped up the scene. Joe Malachi is arrested, and everyone
learned that the GLAMOUR base was raided. No one knows where GLAMOUR came from, but it was pretty clear that the
Malachi’s were stealing their X-tech and using it for personal gain. But thanks to our heroes, those organizations were no
longer threatening New Beverly.

Previously on Spirit of ’77: The Epilogue
Our heroes, having stopped the imminent threats to New Beverly and to their own lives, returned back to their lives
having been profoundly affected by the preceding events. But they weren’t the only ones affected by what happened.
Venus, the ex-Glamour stunt driver joined Evil Kneival’s team and became part of his signature trick.
Ming-Lee, waitress at the Saigon Eatery and Adonis’s one-time lover, became heartbroken because Adonis would not
take her back and ended up committing suicide.
Saigon Eatery’s bodyguard, Wing-Wing, opened his own catering service: Wing-Wing’s Wings.
Bernie, the head of the Disco Ambulance Company, bought out their rivals, Waco First Response, giving him an
ambulance monopoly in New Beverly.
That monopoly was threatened when Betsy and Nikolai, Bernie’s former employees, moved the suburbs after their
marriage and opened Nikolai’s Old Ambulance Shoppe.
Mindy Appalachia got a job as Horatio Sebastian’s secretary. Horatio became head district attorney, and was tough on
crime. He also started to hook up with Mindy after hours.
Tobey became obsessed with Gay after everything went down. So obsessed that he started stalking her and she had to
get a restraining order on him.
Doug Blackstone III saw the error of his ways and lead the Women in Magic movement to get more females into the art.
Titan Jackson, the big guy that worked as Waco First Response’s dispatcher, had some minor fame starring in disco
dance music videos. The shame of being beat up by Barnaby was always hanging over his head.
Ace Aces, after proving himself during the battle against the Malachi’s was given the Five Angel Gym by Father Al.
Father Al, having succeeded with his cause, chose to spend his time practicing boxing and preaching the good word. He
became vegan and started to lead the first vegan movement in New Beverly.
Percy, the ambulance driver who had his nose broken by Barnaby, got his nose fixed and became a nose model for
cocaine ads.
Freddy Fuchs, the head medic at Waco First Response, blackmailed his bosses because he knew all of their secrets. He
then used his newfound clout and money to start a new crime family in New Beverly
Mystical Pete, the mysterious ex-GLAMOUR agent, became a famous actor, and Adonis’s creative rival. His hit was the
film series Mystical Pizza.
Oleo Jones lost his job at the police station and had to move into the poor area of New Beverly. He got a room in the
apartment building that the three Russian hitmen lived in and started working at a liquor store.
Little Timmy, the poor little boy that Barnaby pushed in front of a car, recovered enough to write a tell-all autobiography
about what Barnaby did and the effect it had on his life. The money he got from the book was a small consolation for
what he went through.
Larry Chung, the X-tech expert, wanted to lead a quiet life. But he was called to testify against GLAMOUR and had to go
into the witness protection program. Unfortunately, he couldn’t take his komodo dragon Binkie, who he left with Adonis
to look after.

And everyone’s favorite guy Tony Rollo, our heroes’ sidekick/cheerleader/driver, took Shadowfax on a cross-country
tour following around Led Zeppelin. He became their unofficial roadie and had lots of adventures. His tales are epic, and
he is still doing travelling around to this day.
But back to our heroes! Barnaby ended up getting together with Victoria. They spent their time running a Private
Investigator agency and buying up copies of Little Timmy’s book so they could burn them. Barnaby won’t marry her,
because of how his previous wife was taken from him, but Victoria understands. They spent some money to buy Oleo
Jones a cheese steak place and get him back on his feet.
Gay became one of the most important members of the Magic Keep now that she was allowed to join. Her
performances are putting the men to shame and ushering in a new era of female magicians.
Adonis and Bruce continued their rise to stardom, but Adonis really hit it big via his cinematic rivalry with Mystical Pete.
They eventually starred together in the film Mystical Pizza: Extra Sausage, giving them both more fame and fortune
than they had ever seen before!

Character Specific Custom Moves
Gay
This trick will be your ticket into the big time. You’ve been working on it forever. It’s complex, intricate, and will amaze
audiences. But only if it works! Now is the time to test it out. You’ve got all the pieces in place, and are ready for the big
test. Describe the trick you are trying to perform and roll +BRAINS.




10+ It works great! In addition to 6- you can, just one time, perform any aspect of this trick any time with
whatever you have handy and it just works.
7-9 It works! In addition to the 6- you can, just one time, perform one aspect of this trick with whatever you
have handy and it just works. Choose what part of the trick worked best now.
6- It didn’t work. Well, at least you have all these props and components lying around! You get a Magic Kit (3
uses). When you spend uninterrupted time at your magic shop (an hour or so), you can root around and restock
your magic kit.

Barnaby
You knew something was wrong as soon as you opened the door. The silence… the smell of blood... you are confronted
by a sight beyond horror. Your family… your wife… your poor kids. All dead. Describe what you see and how you feel.
Then roll +SOUL.




10+ You are able to control your emotions, pushing them down and sharpening them into instruments of
revenge. In addition to the 6- you can, just one time, rage! When you intend to deal damage you succeed and
your foe is brutalized beyond belief and reduced to the lowest harm level possible without dying.
7-9 As above, but your emotions are harder to bring up again. You can only rage in a scene in which a friend or
ally receives a graphic, bloody wound.
6- Your emotions got the better of you. But at least you have a driving force now. Three times, your choice, roll
with something extra when harnessing your emotions. When you want to recharge this ability spend some
uninterrupted time (an hour or so) at your family’s graves so you remember.

Adonis
You’ve gone rogue! Disabled the soviet brainwashing of GLAMOUR and attempted to start a new life. You have friends
now. Beautiful friends who also got out of GLAMOUR. But somehow some agents have found you. You have to escape! If
not, you will be caught and your memory erased. Or worse. You don’t want to think about it. Right now, you and friends
have to move! Describe where you are and what you are doing to get away and roll + HUSTLE.




10+ You and your fiends escape! In addition to 6-, you can, just one time, call upon any of your friends for help.
When you need them, describe them and say what they are good at. They will be near the scene and ready to
assist a fellow GLAMOUR escapee.
7+ As above, but this time GLAMOUR caught most of you. You escape with one other. Describe them now and
say what they are good at. Just one time, you can call on them and they’ll be ready to assist a fellow GLAMOUR
escapee.
6- You manage to get away, but everyone else got caught! At least your time at GLAMOUR taught you what it
means to be beautiful. One time, your choice, you can use your beauty as leverage when getting what you want
or use your SMOOTH when Giving Someone the Third Degree. When you want to recharge this ability spend
some uninterrupted time (an hour or so) in front of a mirror, primping, flexing and posing.

